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Political Islam and Europe

Summary
"Political Islam" is the name of a school of thought that posits that the West and Islam can
coexist—that Islam is multifaceted and that its political side can be engaged by the West.
The most outspoken personality representing this school of thought is Alistair Crooke, who
established an institute called Conﬂicts Forum.
However, beneath the ostensibly positive message of religious dialogue, tolerance, and
coexistance lurks an ominous threat to European security. The Arab Spring facilitated the
emergence of extremist Islamic elements, especially the Muslim Brotherhood, and gave
them new-found vigor. and legitimicy. Unfortunately, the Western world—Europe in particular—has not understood the dangers of these forces. Indeed, nowadays, there is a widespread belief in the idea of forging a strategic alliance with the Muslim Brotherhood to
combat al-Qa'ida and its allies. This has further empowered Islamic forces which, in the
long run, have an agenda inimicable to Western democracy. As a result, the secular liberal
and democratic elements that attracted the enthusiasm of the West during the Egyptian
revolution have became marginal players in prevalent Islamic discourse. Consequently, the
status of women and the safety of Christians have deteriorated immensely. The ascendancy
of Political Islam is also a direct threat to the Palestinian Authority, the existence of which
has come under attack by these extremsts.
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The June 2010 Gaza ﬂotilla exposed a phenomenon that until now might not have appeared
on the public radar screens: the active alliance between radical Islam and the radical left
in Europe and North America. The mission was ostensibly a "humanitarian campaign" to lift the siege of Gaza, but in practice it was bent on the demonization of Israel and the legitimization of Hamas. Hence, while leftist radical activists from Western countries were at the forefront of the ﬂotilla's organization and activities, senior
Hamas terrorists and radical Muslim Brotherhood activists occupied the second line.1

Although this issue is primarily of concern to Israel, it should be no less worrisome to
the rest of the Free World—especially to the nations of Europe The Gaza ﬂotilla brought to light an alliance between the radical left and radical
Islam presages cooperation at a later date that may be directed against other Western
targets. Immediately after Greece intervened to stop the ﬂotilla, the well-oiled antiIsrael machine was directed against Athens.2 That should not be viewed as a
spontaneous reaction. Mahather Mohamad, the Malaysian Islamist leader
who was deeply involved in the activities of the ﬂotilla,3 has already launched a global
anti-American campaign that included a boycott of the US dollar, aimed at causing a
collapse of the American economy.4 After the collapse of Turkish–Israeli relations
as a result of the Mavi Marmamra incident, Turkish president, Abdullah Gül,
cautioned Europe about its "islamophobia and xenophobia."5

While one may think that radical Muslims and leftists have found a
common language in the anti-Israel agenda, in the long run, that is a marginal issue
of limited importance. In fact, in the West, the problem is that the phenomenon of leftistIslamist cooperation runs much deeper. It has drawn in mainstream intellectuals and even
governments under the banner of "political Islam."
"Political Islam" is the name of a widespread school of thought that posits that the West and
Islam can coexist—that Islam is multifaceted and that its political side can be engaged by
the West. The most outspoken personality representing this school of thought is a former
5
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British MI6 agent, Alistair Crooke, who established an institute called Conﬂicts Forum.6
In his capacity as an agent of Her Majesty's secret service, Mr. Crooke was engaged in organizing the Mujahedeen in Afghanistan who defeated the Soviets and paved the way for
the Taliban rule. According to Israeli security sources, it was he who found and recruited
Osama bin-Laden.7
Mr. Crooke is a very inﬂuential person in the political corridors of Europe. He was the
political and security advisor to prominent EU leaders on the left of the political spectrum, most notably Javier Solana, the high representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs
and Security Policy, and Miguel Moritanos, European Union special representative for the
Middle East peace process and chairman-in-ofﬁce of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Crooke took an active part in mediating with Hamas during a series of
crises in which that radical movement was embroiled, and also in the crisis wherein Fatah
radicals holed up in the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem in 2002.8
There is no argument with those who maintain that there is a need for an East–West go-between, as the name of Mr. Crooke's institute suggests. However, the problem is in deﬁning
the mission that may well expose the West to grave dangers. In fact, the end result may be
a Muslim cultural and demogrpahic invasion of Europe.
How does Mr. Crooke deﬁne his mission? Tellingly, the motto of his institute, as enshrined
in its logo, is "Listening to political Islam; recognizing resistance." The reader should note,
lest there be any misunderstanding, that the idea here is not that Islam that should listen to
the West, but vice versa. It is not Islam that should recognize the futility of resistance, but
the West that should cease to oppose it.
Conﬂicts Forum elaborates its strategy in eyebrow-raising language: "Use inﬂuential individuals—key Muslim personalities... use the Internet, DVD, interviews, podcasts... Link
with mass organizations in Western countries—social movements, trade unions—to challenge hegemonic discourse. Approach editors of established journals... with a view to the
possibility of them doing a special issue on Islamist thinking or on particular issues."
Neither Mr. Crooke's sincerity nor his loyalty to his credo are in doubt, but his mission
statement certainly meets the criterion of an Islamic lobby in the West. In other words,
promoting the ideals of Conﬂicts Forum means strengthening Islam in Europe.9 It is quite
common for monetary injections by Muslim governments, such as Saudi Arabia, or by the
Muslim Brotherhood, to be made in order to inﬂuence academic institutions across Great
Britain. This was also done by the Qadhaﬁ family until its recent fall from power.10
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Any doubt about a possible role that Conﬂicts Forum may play in favor of Islam and the
promotion of its agenda and inﬂuence in the heart of Europe is dispelled upon examination
of the composition of its board of advisors.11 For example, Dr. Azam Tamimi, who presents
himself as a "London-based Islamist intellectual,"12 is actually a leading Hamas activist.
This is clear from the way in which Wikipedia describes him as being close to Hamas
leader, Khaled Mash'al, and representing Hamas perspectives in the London-based media.
On the one hand he called upon Hamas to change its charter, but on the other, justiﬁed martyrdom; on the one hand he accepted the notion of hudna between Hamas and Israel but on
the other, declared that he would never confer legitimacy upon Israel, which should have
been established in Germany and not in Palestine.13
In a critical article on Crooke's book, Resistance: the Essence of the Islamist Revolution,
Susannah Tarbush wrote in the London-based Arabic-language daily al-Hayat that Mr.
Crooke is actually based in Beirut, and is engaged in organizing dialogues between Western political ﬁgures and Hamas and Hizbullah leaders.14
What is the common denominator between Sunni Hamas and Shiite Hizbullah? The answer
is Iran. In order to understand the signiﬁcance of that fact, one ﬁrst has to understand the
splits inside Islam. According to conventional wisdom, the fault line in Islam is between
Sunna and Shia. That is to say that the religion of the Arab states is on one side, and that
of Iran on the other. This situation reﬂects conﬂicting attitudes to core issues of belief well
beyond the scope of this article.
It is correct that Sunna and Shia as religious streams differ in their degree of enmity to one
another. However, in political terms, large segments of the Sunni Muslim Brotherhood are
ready to enter into an alliance with the Shia. The existence of Hamas is clear evidence of
this fact.15 However, this phenomenon is also to be found in the Syrian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood as well as the Brotherhood's center in Cairo—both of which support the
alliance with Iran.16

Hence, in practical terms, the meetings that Mr. Crooke organizes in his Beirut-based headquarters bolster the pro-Iran wing of the Muslim Brotherhood. In so doing, he pits belligerent elements of Islam against Europe and its allies in the Arab world.
Mr. Crooke may have no malicious intent in what he is doing—acting in accordance with
his self-professed political credo. But pro-Western Arab regimes, and the Palestinian Authority (PA), are most concerned with this activity, perceiving it as a direct threat to their
stability.
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The PA in Ramallah has taken a strong stand against Mr. Crooke's activity. Both the leader
of the PA, Mahmoud Abbas, and his chief negotiator, Dr. Sa'eb Eriqat, attacked Mr. Crooke
by name on several occasions. The most recent of these concerned the scandal that arose
surrounding the al-Jazeera leaks, after the popular satellite TV network published documents suggesting that the PA negotiating team had betrayed the Palestinian cause.17
Taken together, all these factors—granting PR services to radical Islam in Europe; justifying the practice of "resistance;" bringing Sunni Muslim Brotherhood and Shiite Iran together; subverting the stability of pro-Western governments such as the PA; and damaging
the peace process—are cause for concern, at least in the eyes of the PA.
Susanne Tarbush notes that although the core of this group is (leftist) British, it also includes a strong American component. For example, one American member of the group is
Graham Fuller, "former vice-chair of the National Intelligence Council at the US Central
Intelligence Agency, a former senior political scientist at RAND, and currently an independent writer and analyst. Fuller is the author of The Future of Political Islam."18
Mr. Fuller's participation in this activity is but one manifestation of the much larger popularity of this school of thought in US liberal circles. One cannot understand the current US
Middle East policy without paying due attention to this aspect of the story.
Tarbush provided a quote from Mr. Crooke that is also essential to a proper understanding
of American Middle East policy today. Mr. Crooke distinguished between the Salaﬁsts on
the one hand, and Hamas and Hizbullah on the other. While the "liberation resistance" of
Hamas and Hizbullah is "a tool to facilitate political solutions," the Salaﬁst type of resistance aims at destroying the regime in order to establish new philosophy instead."19
This is not to suggest that the US administration adopted Mr. Crooke's view of Hamas and
Hizbullah,20 but drawing a distinction between the Salaﬁsts and the Muslim Brotherhood
is a key to American policies. While President Obama preferred to address the Muslims in
Cairo in front of the Muslim Brotherhood leadership, he singled out the Salaﬁst al-Qa'ida
military wing as the sole target of the "war on terror." It is worth noting that on the same
day that Secretary of State Hilary Clinton announced that the US intended to conduct a
formal dialogue with the Muslim Brotherhood, 21 National Security Advisor John Brennan
sharpened the anti al-Qa'ida message, explaining that the extremists were to be the major
target of an American counter-terrorism campaign, but that Washington would cooperate
with moderate Islam.22
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While nobody in pro-Western countries in the Middle East can challenge President Obama's
plausible determination to uproot al-Qa'ida, his apparent sympathy for the Muslim Brotherhood has raised concerns and questions. The most pressing concern is to be found in the
PA, which is engaged in an existential conﬂict with Hamas despite the recent reconciliation
agreement.
A leading Fatah website, al-Ahad, which reﬂects the views of those in Abbas' circles, published an article that elaborated on the errors in American regional policies.23 The title says
it all: "The Muslim Brotherhood and the future Middle East." The author of that text, the
Fatah writer Abd al-Karim Alayan, openly asks what the pro-Western governments in the
Middle East ask in private: Is Washington promoting Muslim Brotherhood rule over the
Middle East? How else can we explain the fact that Qatar and Turkey became the pillars of
US policy in the Middle East? He goes on to say, "[We heard] about an unofﬁcial meeting
that the Turkish leadership organized on its territory on April 12, 2011 for representatives
of the Muslim Brotherhood from Syria, Egypt, and Jordan, and a representative of the Emir
of Qatar. America's interest was manifest in the participation of senior a State Department
ofﬁcial, Ambassador Jeffery Feltman." Alayan wondered what it meant that all of a sudden
Turkey and Qatar became the pillars of Washington's Middle East policy, and what was the
signiﬁcance of the series of meetings that Turkey was hosting between Feltman and Muslim Brotherhood leaders from Syria, Jordan, and Egypt. Would it not "ultimately end up
with the advent to power of the Muslim Brotherhood in at least four Arab countries: Egypt,
Jordan, Syria, and Yemen? And would they have an inﬂuential presence in Tunis and the
rest of the Arab countries of North Africa?"
It was the Fatah website that once again led the campaign against Secretary Clinton's announcement. In a headline story, the website refuted denials by Muslim Brotherhood ﬁgures from Egypt and Jordan and accused Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood of duplicity:
While attacking Fatah for having contacts with Israel, they promised Washington that they
would preserve the quiet in Gaza "better than the PLO" and advance the deal with Israel
to release Gilad Shalit, the kidnapped Israeli soldier. According to the Fatah website, the
meetings took place in Turkey in the presence of senior American CIA ofﬁcers.24

There is, however, another side to the equation. The problem lies with US intervention in
an internal Muslim conﬂict: promoting one side while campaigning against another. In so
doing, the US exposes itself to the enormous risk that once the Salaﬁsts recognize the US
as a factor in Muslim internal conﬂicts, they target the US.
9
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Is the Muslim Brotherhood more favorable than the Salaﬁsts? Gaza, Sudan, and Turkey
are already ruled by this party. Are they models of liberalism, moderation, and peace? Can
they be examples for the rest of the Middle East to follow? And what of the "revolutionary
youth" of Tahrir Square that President Obama so eloquently praised as the true followers of
the American revolution and a genuine expression of Dr. Martin Luther King's civil disobedience? How will their aspirations be realized once Washington is focused on promoting
the Muslim Brotherhood ? 25
These kinds of questions were discussed in a series of "interfaith" conferences organized
by Conﬂicts Forum and the governments of Switzerland,26 Norway, and Turkey. According
to senior PA security sources,27 a decisive meeting took place in Switzerland on the eve of
the elections that brought Hamas to power. At that gathering, the religious authority of the
Muslim Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf Qaradhawi, told the US participants (senior ex-diplomats who later became close with President Obama), "Try us."
According to PA security sources, then-US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was impressed by this interfaith meeting and decided to give the Muslim Brotherhood a chance.
She insisted that elections be held despite the objection of both Israel and the PA. For its
part, Hamas overcame internal objections in order to use the elections to move closer to
the US. Washington, on the other hand, did not understand that Hamas was poised to win
by a landslide. After this unexpected result, Washington changed its mind and tried its best
to topple Hamas—so said the Palestinian senior source. Washington's assessment was that
Fatah and Hamas would reach a kind of arrangement that would enable the US to tame the
fundamentalist movement.
Senior American sources who participated in this conference told this author in a private
conversation that a major issue discussed was the "resistance." On this matter, the American participants' views differed from the ideas put forth by Conﬂicts Forum. While Mr.
Crooke and his associates accept the "resistance," the American participants told the Muslim Brotherhood that there would not be any need for Muqawama, as Washington could
bring about a complete Israeli withdrawal from the territories it acquired in 1967.
But of course Israel was not the focus of those meetings. In fact, the West sought the support of the Muslim Brotherhood in the struggle against Salaﬁst Qa'ida. The elimination of
the al-Qa'ida leader, bin-Laden, presented an opportunity to understand the Brotherhood's
stance on al-Qa'ida and its view of a post-al-Qa'ida Middle East. Khaled Hamza, Chief
Editor of Ikhwanweb, the formal website of the Muslim Brotherhood, wrote that "ﬁghting
10
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terrorism requires more than just killing bin-Laden."28 What is needed, he maintains, is a
situation in which the "real reasons are addressed." These, if read carefully, transcend an
American betrayal of Israel and all its allies and friends in the region. The US would be
called upon not only to withdraw from the Middle East, but to "make a distinction between
legitimate military operations against occupation and terrorism. This would further complicate relations between the West and the Muslim world." In practical terms this means
that the US must accept Mr. Crooke's deﬁnitions and endorse the right of resistance not
only in the case of Hamas but also in the case of Iraq and Afghanistan. The withdrawal of
US troops from these "occupied territories" is also a demand, of course, as is the demand
that the US end "its support for Israel and the autocratic regimes in the Middle East. By
persisting with these policies, the US is risking its relations with the Muslim world." Thus,
it is not the US that is placing conditions on the Muslim Brotherhood, but rather the Brothers who are threatening the Americans.
In these interfaith meetings, the Muslim Brotherhood gained a greater understanding of the
weaknesses of the West and how to manipulate it. An important principle in Islam is
taqiyya [vigilance]. A Muslim Brother can, in the company of strangers, conceal his identity. During the Arab revolutions, Muslim Brotherhood activists were instructed to conceal
their identity and appear as if they were ordinary demonstrators.29
This principle was also applied during the interfaith meetings. The Brothers listened to
what the West required of them to gain sympathy, while keeping their principles and power
intact. If the West wants "political parties," so be it, Hamas thought, and immediately established a "party" called "Change and Reform"—a taqiyya-like name. However, immediately after the elections, its true violent nature was revealed.

Moreover, the Muslim Brotherhood did not tell their American interlocutors that they
would establish a regional, if not a global, Caliphate. This, however, was exactly what
Hamas Minister of the Interior Fathi Hamad said in inner circles. He was quoted as stating
that Hamas' engagement with the Brothers in Egypt would lead them to carrying out the
Caliphate project.30
The same can be said of the new Muslim Brotherhood party in Egypt. It also chose a
taqiyya-style name: "Freedom and Justice." The word "Freedom" is directed at American
ears. However, the Muslim Brotherhood, still guided as it is by the laws of Sharia, does
not wish to turn its organization from a religious body into a political party. The party was
created only in order to compete in the upcoming elections. The leader of the Brother11
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hood—the "Supreme Guide"—instructed the new party as to how to operate.
The assumption that the Muslim Brotherhood could serve as an ally to the West in the campaign against al-Qa'ida came to its ultimate test after the US killed Osama bin-Laden in
Pakistan. After Washington paved the way for the Brotherhood to assume control in Egypt,
one would have expected the Brothers to have granted the US a measure of political support—but nothing of the kind occurred. For his part, Hamas' leader in Gaza, Ismail Haniyya, denounced the killing, calling bin-Laden a "true martyr." In the meantime, the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt refused to give any credit to the Americans for eliminating this arch
terrorist. They explained that for the US to be accepted by the Muslims it would have to
"end occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan, end biased support to Israel, end supporting the
despotic and corrupt Arab rulers and end its greed for Arab treasures."32 In other words,
what would be required would be a complete US withdrawal from the Middle East—an
abandonment the oil ﬁelds and a betrayal of Washington's allies in the region. That these
demands are identical to those of al-Qa'ida is a matter of fact. In the end, both the Muslim
Brotherhood and the Salaﬁsts share the aspiration of world domination—the Caliphate
ideal. They only differ in strategy and tactics.
A cursory look at Egyptian affairs does not reveal a life-or-death struggle between the Muslim Brotherhood and the Salaﬁsts. The very fact that the Muslim Brotherhood was recognized as a legitimate faction without any preconditions also granted the Salaﬁsts political
legitimacy in Egypt by default. So, instead of paving the way to power for liberal young
adults, it was left to the Muslim Brotherhood and the Salaﬁsts to struggle for prominence.
US Secretary of State Clinton was unequivocal in demanding that the Muslim Brotherhood respect women's rights. However, it is a well-known fact that the Brothers follow the
traditional line held by Salaﬁst scholars and are intent on denying women their rights.33 By
and large, the status of women has suffered dramatically as a result of the meeting between
the Muslim Brothers and the Salaﬁsts on this issue. "The Egyptian Women will Find Early
Winter once the Men topple the Arab Spring," al-Hayat recently opined.34 Newly introduced "virginity tests," practiced by the formal military police on new female prisoners,
also precipitated debate in Egypt.35

We can observe the three main Muslim streams in Egypt—that of the Muslim Brotherhood,
the Salaﬁsts, and the "Gamaat." The Gamaat is a radical movement that lies between the
Muslim Brotherhood and the Salaﬁsts on the political map. Its members do not identify
themselves as Salaﬁsts and are closer to the Muslim Brothers in their Egyptian character
12
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(as distinct from Muslims on the Arab peninsula), but they do believe in jihad and their
revolutionary approach preceded that of al-Qa'ida. Ayman Zawahiri, bin-Laden's successor in al-Qa'ida, can be identiﬁed as a Gamaat leader as well. Despite their differences, the
three decided to bury the hatchet and strike at the secular-minded citizens.36 Their common
enmity toward the secular public led them to join forces and prompted all three to establish
political parties and to compete in the elections.37 The result might be that the Muslim narrative will prevail in the electoral discourse, overshadowing the liberal voices that might
have come out of the Tahrir Square revolution.38
This is of grave concern to Egyptian liberals.39 The US-based think tank team Stratfor assumed that the "democratization" of the Salaﬁsts might represent a positive development.40
This position may be another example of the same naiveté that was manifested in the evaluation of the Muslim Brotherhood case discussed above. The Salaﬁsts proclaimed ahead of
the elections that "we will not abide by anti-Islamic laws."41
Instead of paving the way to power for the liberal, progressive youth, Political Islam left
the road wide open for a power struggle between the Muslim Brotherhood, the Gamaat,
and the Salaﬁsts. The immediate outcomes of that struggle have been the pronounced decline in security for the nine-million strong Coptic Christian minority42 (an issue that warrants further study) and an erosion in women rights.43

Conclusion
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The US is currently implementing a policy of outreach to Islam that is supported by many
European governments, mostly with left-leaning tendencies. The need to engage with Islam and create better understanding between West and East is beyond argument. Indeed,
it is one of the great imperatives of our age. The problem lies in the ideological swaddling
given to it by leftist European groups, the British Conﬂicts Forum foremost among them.
This leading group, ostensibly engaged in interfaith dialogue, actually calls for the West to
accept Islamic principles, such as the right of the Muslims to conduct "resistance," that are
inimical to deep-seated existential Western values.
In practical terms this school of thought opted to forge a strategic alliance with the Muslim
Brotherhood against the Salaﬁst doctrine that is the religion of al-Qa'ida. In reality, the
Brothers preferred not to support the West in an all-out campaign against the Salaﬁsts but
instead to accept them as legitimate players in the political arena—agreeing with them in
some areas and not in others. Consequently, the secular liberal and democratic elements
that attracted the enthusiasm of the West during the Egyptian revolution have become marginal factors in prevalent Islamic discourse. As a result, the status of women and the safety
of Christians have deteriorated immensely.
As far as Israel is concerned, the ﬂotillas are an example of what Islamist-Leftist cooperation can produce. This Green–Red coalition accepts Hamas' right to "resistance" while
denying Israel's right to self-defense.
As we saw in the Greek example—when Athens decided to prevent the ﬂotilla of ships from
setting sail to Gaza—the entire well-oiled Islamist–Leftist machine was directed against
it. Turkey unleashed its wrath not just against Israel but against Europe as well. We in the
West ignore the threat of political Islam at our peril.
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